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“ Nature is imperfectly perfect ” :
in order to reveal her beauty we 
require a concept of an abstract 

mathematical world



Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 
revolutionized astronomy & 

astrophysics

Maxwell’s legacy

Concept of Field which brought the scientific 
revolution of the 20th century physics



Every cubic inch of Space is a

MIRACLE !

• Background radiation

• Virtual particles

• Dark matter

• Higgs potential

• Dark energy

Walt Whitman



 Questions & puzzles

• How to create the background radiation ?

• What is the origin of dark matter ?

• What is the origin of matter-anti-matter 
asymmetry ?

• What is the origin of dark energy ?

• What is the origin of neutrino masses?

• How the Universe began ?



Inflation expands every cubic 
inch of space 



Inflation creates matter & 
perturbations

LHC

The Inflaton Vacuum cannot be arbitrary 

AM,  Rocher, 1001.0993   Phys. Rept.  (2010)

?



 Tera-scale @ beyond

Higgs is different !



Higgs can really shape our Universe



Higgs & Beyond : SUSY in the 
Desert

A simple setting which addresses many issues

Many in this room have contributed towards our 
understanding of SUSY
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Shift symmetry is broken

SUSY is broken 

Enqvist,  AM,  Phys.  Rept.  (2004)
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SUSY Flat Directions



Did the 
Higgs boson 
puff up the 
Universe?

Allahverdi, Dutta,  AM,  Phys. Rev. Lett. (2007),   New Scientist (2008)



Inflation, Baryons, Dark matter & Neutrino masses

X: - Y: -

! =
!N + Hu + !L
!

3

2

detected by Super-Kamiokande experiment 1.
Note that the NHuL monomial represents a D-flat

direction under the U(1)B!L, as well as the SM gauge
group [9]. (a flat direction represented by a polynomial
is more involved [10]). The flat direction field ! is defined
as

! =
Ñ + Hu + L̃!

3
, (2)

where Ñ , L̃, Hu are the scalar components of correspond-
ing superfields. Since the RH sneutrino Ñ is a singlet
under the SM gauge group, its mass receives the smallest
contribution from quantum corrections due to SM gauge
interactions, and hence it can be set to be the lightest su-
persymmetric particle (LSP). Therefore the dark matter
candidate arises from the RH sneutrino component of the
inflaton, see Eq. (2). The potential along the flat direc-
tion, after the minimization along the angular direction,
is found to be [4],

V (|!|) =
m2

!

2
|!|2 +

h2

12
|!|4 " Ah

6
!

3
|!|3 . (3)

The importance of A-term in providing large vacuum en-
ergy was shown before [11]. The flat direction mass m!

is given in terms of Ñ , Hu, L̃ masses:

m2
! =

m2

Ñ
+ m2

Hu

+ m2

L̃

3
. (4)

Note that for A = 4m!, there exists a saddle point for
which V "(!0) = V ""(!0) = 0. The saddle point and the
potential are given by:

!0 =
!

3
m!

h
= 6 # 1012 m!

!0.05 eV

m"

"

, (5)

V (!0) =
m4

!

4h2
= 3 # 1024 m4

!

!0.05 eV

m"

"2

. (6)

Here m" denotes the neutrino mass which is given by
m" = h$Hu%, with $Hu% & 174 GeV. For neutrino masses
with a hierarchical pattern, the largest neutrino mass
is m" & 0.05 eV in order to explain the atmospheric
neutrino oscillations [12], while the current upper bound
on the sum of the neutrino masses from cosmology, using
WMAP and SDSS data alone, is 0.94 eV [13].

Inflation can take place along the gauge invariant flat
direction !, near a saddle point !0

2. The dynamics of

1 One can assume that the neutrino mass terms are part of the
Kähler potential Ref. [8]. One can then generate a small neutrino
mass in the superpotential by Kähler transformation (similar to
generation of µ parameter).

2 This requires that the inflaton starts in the vicinity of !0

with !̇0 ! 0 [14]. Around a saddle point there exists a self-
reproduction regime such that most parts of the universe inflate
forever [4].
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FIG. 1: The inflaton mass m! is plotted as a function of the
neutrino mass m" .

the inflaton can be understood by expanding the poten-
tial, V (!) = V (!0) + (1/3!)V """(!0)(! " !0)3 + ..., see
Refs. [3, 4]. The slow roll inflation is governed by the
third derivative of the potential, V """(!0) = (2/

!
3)hm!.

A su!cient number of e-foldings is generated during the
slow roll, i.e. Ne ' (!2

0/m!MP)1/2 [4]. For m! '
50 GeV, it turns out to be Ne ' 103.

The amplitude of density perturbations follows [4].

"H & 1
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H2
inf

!̇
& 3.5#10!27

! m"
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m!

"

N 2
COBE .

(7)
Here m! denotes the loop-corrected value of the inflaton
mass at the scale !0 in Eqs. (5,6,7) 3. In Figure 1, we
show the neutrino mass as a function of the inflaton mass.
We use "H = 1.91 # 10!5 to draw the plot. We see that
the neutrino mass in the range 0 to 0.30 eV corresponds
to the inflaton mass of 0 to 30 GeV. We will be using this
mass range of the inflaton to calculate the SUSY masses
which allow a RH sneutrino dark matter.

The spectral index of the power spectrum is given by
ns = 1 + 2$" 6% & 1" 4/NCOBE, and the running in the
spectral tilt is dns/d lnk = "4/N 2

COBE [4]. Here NCOBE

is the number of e-foldings between the time the ob-
servationally relevant perturbations were generated and
the end of iflation. The exact number depends on the
scale of inflation and on when the Universe becomes ra-
diation dominated. As we shall see that the universe
becomes radiation dominated instantly (time scale com-
parable to the Hubble scale) after the end of inflation.
The required number of e-foldings is rather small, i.e.
NCOBE ' 40 [15]. For such a low NCOBE the value of
ns ' 0.90 near the saddle point. At a face value this is al-
ready ruled out by the WMAP data [2]. However a slight
departure from a saddle point can provide the spectrum
which is well inside the observed limit. In fact the spec-
tral tilt can be obtained within 0.90 ( ns ( 1.0 if !0 be-

3 Even though the inflaton potential gets loop corrections due to
gauge interactions, the existence of a saddle point remains and
the flatness of the potential is not ruined [4].

Electroweak symmetry is restored

V =
1
2
m2

!!2 !A
h

6
"

3
!2 +

h2

12
!4

(h ! 10!12)

!N

A ! 4m! ! O(100) GeV

! 1014 GeV

m! ! h"Hu# ! O(0.1) eV

Allahverdi,  Kusenko,  AM , JCAP  (2007)

V ! 1032 (GeV)4

Kusenko,  AM,   Phys. Rev. Lett. (2009)

V !!!(!0) != 0, V !(!0) != 0, V !!(!0) = 0

W ! hNHuL

Baryons



Higgs fluctuations 
in the sky!

SUSY Higgs inflation

arXiv:1101.6046 [astro-ph.CO],       Hotchkins, AM, Seshadri



Inflaton, Neutrino Mass & Sparticle Masses

✓  Inflaton & Dirac Neutrino 
masses are correlated

Allahverdi,  Dutta,  AM , Phys. Rev. Lett.  (2007)

✓Inflaton  &  Sparticle 
masses are correlated        

Potential discovery of 
Inflaton @ LHC 



Dark matter as an Inflaton

SU(3)! SU(2)! U(1)Y ! U(1)B!L



✓ Collider signal

Allahverdi,  Dutta,  AM , Phys. Rev. Lett.  (2007)

Sneutrino interacts with quarks via 
Z’ exchange

We need to pin down the spin of the Dark Matter

✓ Indirect signal

7

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solve the equations of motion for the field !, see Eqs. (25) with the help of Eq. (22) , numerically on a three
dimensional cubic N3 lattice along wih the evolution of gravity wave components, see Eq. (28), uij .
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FIG. 1: Two dimensional fragmentation plots, N = (64)3. White shades are the instability regions which eventually forms
Q-balls with varied sizes. The fragmentation lasts during m3/2t ! O(102

" 103).

For the purpose of illustration, we have fixed our parameters, the soft supersymmetry breaking mass term is given
by m3/2 = 102 GeV, which is well motivated by supergravity mediated supersymmetry breaking scenarios. The flat
directions which we are interested in are the ones which do not carry any baryon and/or lepton charges, or the ones
which have net B ! L = 0, examples of such directions are: ũũd̃ẽ, QQũd̃, QLũẽ, etc. We have considered range of
values for K = !0.2, ! 0.2, ! 0.05, ! 0.025. The initial vev is taken to be: !0 = 1014, or " = 1014m3/2 GeV 4.

(a)m3/2t = 900 (b)m3/2t = 1050 (c)m3/2t = 1200 (d)m3/2t = 1350

FIG. 2: Three dimensional fragmentation plots, N = (64)3. Lumps of Q-matter is shown in colored. The Q-matter is initially
linked with each other and eventually becomes separated over the dynamical evolution.

Although in our numerical examples we have provided an angular momentum for a flat direction set randomly by
the initial conditions at the time of inflation, but this angular momentum has nothing to do with the net baryon
and/or lepton number. As such, we are solely interested in flat directions which do not carry any of these charges.

4 We have varied the initial vevs and the results are representative of the ones which we publish here.

✓ Direct Detection

Gravity waves are excited during the 
formation of these lumps with a detectable 

signature by LIGO/LISA

Kusenko, AM,  Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008),                   

 Signatures of Sneutrino Dark Matter 

LHC : Signal is similar to the Neutralino LSP

Lumps of Sneutrino balls passing through earth 
creating neutrino shower



How the Universe began ?

Inflation is not past eternal

Need to resolve the Cosmic 
Singularity problem



Magic without a magic : Resolution of a  
Big Bang Singularity

Asymptotically Free Gravity

Null and time like geodesics are complete

Inflation can be made Past & Future Eternal !

Biswas,  AM,  Siegel,  JCAP (2006),
Biswas, Koivisto,  AM,  JCAP (2010)



Cyclic Higgs

String theory landscape
Majority of vacua are anti De-Sitter

Large Kinetic term for 
Higgs is necessary 

Biswas, Koivisto,  AM  (To appear soon)



Conclusions
• Higgs can puff up the Universe

• Higgs decay can create all matter, perturbations & 
dark matter

• Asymptotically free gravity is the most promising 
route to resolve the Big Bang Singularity 

• Higgs kinetic energy can trigger a Cyclic Universe & 
possibly shed some light on how our Universe 
began

We are still learning new tricks with gravity !

Hopefully by 2012 Higgs-Maxwell meeting we will learn something new  



arXiv:1101.6046 [astro-ph.CO],       Hotchkins, AM, Seshadri

Embedding Higgs Inflation in NMSSM



Gauged Inflaton 

V !(!0) = 0, V !!(!0) = 0V !!!(!0) != 0

Inflation is driven in the observable 
sector

Inflation ends at the point of 
enhanced symmetry

Sub-Planckian VeV, Low scale 
inflation

Large e-foldings of inflation

Reheat temperature

Trans-Planckian issues and moduli 
problems are solved 

Allahverdi, Enqvist,  AM   Phys. Rev. Lett. (2006)

!! << MP , !0 << MP

Eternal  
regime

Slow roll 
regime

Inflation happens around the point of inflection

Imaginary direction is heavy & decouple 
from the dynamics

!0 = 3 ! 10
14 GeV

V0 ! 1034 (GeV)4

V =
1
2
m2!2 !A"6

!6

M3
P

+ "2
6
!10

M6
P

m ! 100 GeV, !6 ! O(0.1), A ! O(10)m

Hinf ! 1 GeV

Ne ! 103

Trh ! 102 " 103 GeV

Allahverdi, Enqvist, Garcia-Bellido,  AM,   JCAP (2007),               Allahverdi, Dutta,  AM,  PRD (2008)

W ! udd, LLe



WMAP 5-year Cosmological Interpretation 13

Fig. 5.— Constraint on three representative inflation models
whose potential is positively curved, V !! > 0 (§ 3.3). The contours
show the 68% and 95% CL derived from WMAP+BAO+SN. (Top)
The monomial, chaotic-type potential, V (!) ! !! (Linde 1983),
with " = 4 (solid) and " = 2 (dashed) for single-field models,
and " = 2 for multi-axion field models with # = 1/2 (Easther
& McAllister 2006) (dotted). The symbols show the predictions
from each of these models with the number of e-folds of inflation
equal to 50 and 60. The $!4 potential is excluded convincingly,
the m2!2 single-field model lies outside of (at the boundary of) the
68% region for N = 50 (60), and the m2!2 multi-axion model with
N = 50 lies outside of the 95% region. (Middle) The exponential
potential, V (!) ! exp["(!/Mpl)

p

2/p], which leads to a power-law
inflation, a(t) ! tp (Abbott & Wise 1984; Lucchin & Matarrese
1985). All models but p # 120 are outside of the 68% region. The
models with p < 60 are excluded at more than 99% CL, and those
with p < 70 are outside of the 95% region. For multi-field models
these limits can be translated into the number of fields as p $ npi,
where pi is the p-parameter of each field (Liddle et al. 1998). The
data favour n # 120/pi fields. (Bottom) The hybrid-type potential,
V (!) = V0 + (1/2)m2!2 = V0(1 + !̃2), where !̃ % m!/(2V0)1/2

(Linde 1994). The models with !̃ < 2/3 drive inflation by the
vacuum energy term, V0, and are disfavoured at more than 95%
CL, while those with !̃ > 1 drive inflation by the quadratic term,
and are similar to the chaotic type (the left panel with " = 2).
The transition regime, 2/3 < !̃ < 1 are outside of the 68% region,
but still within the 95% region.

Regime.” When !̃ ! 1, the potential is indistin-
guishable from the chaotic-type (model (a)) with
" = 2. We call this region “Chaotic Inflation-like
Regime.” When !̃ " 1, the model shows a tran-
sitional behaviour, and thus we call it “Transition
Regime.” We find that the flat potential regime
with !̃ ! 2/3 lies outside of the 95% region. The
transition regime with 2/3 ! !̃ ! 1 is within the
95% region, but outside of the 68% region. Finally,
the chaotic-like regime contains the 68% region.
Since inflation in this model ends by the second
field whose dynamics depends on other parameters,
there is no constraint from the number of e-folds.

These examples show that the WMAP 5-year data,
combined with the distance information from BAO and
SN, begin to disfavour a number of popular inflation
models.

3.4. Curvature of the observable universe

3.4.1. Motivation

The flatness of the observable universe is one of the
predictions of conventional inflation models. How much
curvature can we expect from inflation? The common
view is that inflation naturally produces the spatial cur-
vature parameter, !k, on the order of the magnitude of
quantum fluctuations, i.e., !k " 10!5. On the other
hand, the current limit on !k is of order 10!2; thus, the
current data are not capable of reaching the level of !k
that is predicted by the common view.

Would a detection of !k rule out inflation? It is possi-
ble that the value of !k is just below our current detec-
tion limit, even within the context of inflation: inflation
may not have lasted for so long, and the curvature radius
of our universe may just be large enough for us not to
see the evidence for curvature within our measurement
accuracy, yet. While this sounds like fine-tuning, it is a
possibility.

This is something we can test by constraining !k bet-
ter. There is also a revived (and growing) interest in
measurements of !k, as !k is degenerate with the equa-
tion of state of dark energy, w. Therefore, a better de-
termination of !k has an important implication for our
ability to constrain the nature of dark energy.

3.4.2. Analysis

Measurements of the CMB power spectrum alone do
not strongly constrain !k. More precisely, any experi-
ments that measure the angular diameter or luminosity
distance to a single redshift are not able to constrain !k
uniquely, as the distance depends not only on !k, but
also on the expansion history of the universe. For a uni-
verse containing matter and vacuum energy, it is essential
to combine at least two absolute distance indicators, or
the expansion rates, out to di"erent redshifts, in order
to constrain the spatial curvature well. Note that CMB
is also sensitive to !! via the late-time integrated Sachs-
Wolfe (ISW) e"ect, as well as to !m via the signatures of
gravitational lensing in the CMB power spectrum. These
properties can be used to break the degeneracy between
!k and !m (Stompor & Efstathiou 1999) or !! (Ho et al.
2008).

It has been pointed out by a number of people (e.g.,
Eisenstein et al. 2005) that a combination of distance

A range of spectral tilt 

CMB Observations 
!T

T
! !H " kns!1

Allahverdi, Enqvist, Garcia-Bellido,  AM,   JCAP (2007),    
Allahverdi, Dutta, AM,  PRD (2008)  ( Point of inflection, which gives a range of n_s )

Allahverdi, Enqvist, AM,   Phys. Rev. Lett. (2006)  (saddle point)



Allahverdi,  Dutta,  Santoso ,  Phys. Rev. D. (2010)

Connection with LHC
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of the universe and other experimental results. We find
that tan ! needs to be smaller to allow for smaller values
of ns < 1. It is also interesting to note that the allowed
region of m!, as required by the inflation data for " = 1
lies in the stau-neutralino coannihilation region which re-
quires smaller values of the SUSY particle masses. The
SUSY particles in this parameter space are, therefore,
within the reach of the LHC very quickly. The detection
of the region at the LHC can be done and the masses can
be measured accurately [29].

So far we have chosen " = 1. Now if " is small e.g.,
" <! 0.1, we find allowed values of m! to be large. In this
case the dark matter allowed region requires the light-
est neutralino to have larger Higgsino component in the
mSUGRA model. As we will see shortly, this small value
of " is accommodated in SO(10) type model. In figure 5,
we show ns = 1, 0.98 contours for #H = 1.91 " 10!5 in
the mSUGRA parameter space for tan ! = 10.

In figure 6, we show the contours of " for di!erent val-
ues of m! which are allowed by ns and #H = 1.91"10!3.
The blue bands show the dark matter allowed regions
for tan! = 10. The band on the left is due to the
stau-neutralino coannihilation region allowed by other
constraints and the allowed values of " are 0.3-1. The
gluino masses for the minimum and maximum values of
m! allowed by the dark matter and other constraints are
765 GeV and 2.1 TeV respectively. The squarks(barring
the stop squarks) masses are similar to the gluino mass
in this region. The band is slightly curved due to the
shifting of $0 as a function ". (We solve for SUSY pa-
rameters from the inflaton mass at $0). The band on
the right which continues beyond the plotting range of
the figure 6 is due to the Higgsino dominated dark mat-
ter. We find that " is mostly # 0.1 in this region and
m! > 1.75 TeV. In this case the squark masses are much
larger than the gluino mass since m0 is much larger than
m1/2.

V. GRAND UNIFIED MODELS AND
INCLUSION OF RIGHT-HANDED NEUTRINOS

A. Embedding MSSM inflation in SU(5) or SO(10)
GUT

As we have pointed out, mSUGRA makes a mild as-
sumption that there exists a GUT physics which encom-
passes MSSM beyond the unification scale MG

10. Here
we wish to understand how such embedding would a!ect
inflationary scenario, for instance, would it be possible
to single out either LLe or udd as a candidate for the
MSSM inflaton.

10 We remind the readers that inflation occurs around a flat direc-
tion VEV !0 ! 1014 GeV. Since !0 " MG, heavy GUT degrees
of freedom play no role in the dynamics of MSSM inflation, and
hence they can be ignored.
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FIG. 3: The contours for di!erent values of ns and !H are
shown in the m0 ! m1/2 plane for tan " = 10. We show the
dark matter allowed region narrow blue corridor, (g-2)µ region
(light blue) for aµ " 11# 10!8, Higgs mass " 114 GeV (pink
region) and LEPII bounds on SUSY masses (red). We also
show the the dark matter detection rate by vertical blue lines.

The lowest order non-renormalizable superpotential
terms which lift LLe and udd are (see Eq. (1)):

(LLe)2

M3
P

,
(udd)2

M3
P

. (16)

It is generically believed that gravity breaks global sym-
metries. Then all gauge invariant terms which are MP

suppressed should appear with " ! O(1). Obviously
the above terms in Eq. (16) are invariant under the SM.
Once the SM is embedded within a GUT at the scale
MG, where gauge couplings are unified, the gauge group
will be enlarged. Then the question arises whether such
terms in Eq. (16) are invariant under the GUT gauge
group or not. Note that a GUT singlet is also a singlet
under the SM, however, the vice versa is not correct. To
answer this question, let us consider SU(5) and SO(10)
cases separately.

• SU(5):
We briefly recollect representations of matter fields
in this case: L and d belong to 5̄, while e and u
belong to 10 of SU(5) group. Thus under SU(5)
the superpotential terms in Eq. (16) read

5̄" 5̄" 10" 5̄" 5̄ " 10
M3

P

. (17)

This product clearly includes a SU(5) singlet.
Therefore in the case of SU(5), we expect that

Allahverdi, Dutta,  AM
  Phys. Rev. D (2007)

SUSY 
Dark 

Matter,
 Inflation, 

&
 LHC


